
HOW TO WRITE A BIO POEM FOR KIDS

Teach poetry writing for kids and create a unique, eye-catching writing display and grab FREE templates for kids to plan
and write their own bio poems!.

They decorate the outside of the envelope shape with designs of their own creativity. We share our
connections and brainstorm the different words on a chart. I have childhood memories of my father reading
poetry to me nightly and I still remember the poems vividly and how they made me feel. Have students
silently write comments or questions in the margin. Students are taught how to use a ruler to draw straight
lines of the appropriate length. For children that may find creative writing difficult, poetry writing helps with
that. After re-writing their poems, they trace their writing with skinny markers. I askâ€¦ why not? You can also
share with them a sample bio-poem, such as the one included in the example section. This template is
available for free at the end of the post. Students Write Their Poems Explain the format of a bio-poem to your
students. Every three to five minutes, have students pass the poems on to the next person. This chart is helpful
for those students needing the extra support with their writing. Give time for a thorough reading. Before of the
initial activities, stories, and examples given, students are fairly confident and independent in write their
poetry drafts. To create the same look, cut large squares in a heavier card stock and fold the corners inward.
Students Share Poems There are many ways that students can share their bio-poems. Students feel a large
sense of success and see themselves as poets after this activity. The following resources can be easily
integrated into the primary classroom and into any language arts curriculum. It has the ability of connecting
children to literature that other resources cannot. For a lot of writing with young children, usually one draft is
enough, but with poetry writing I like to have a way of writing a polished, edited piece and creating a display.
Children are never too young to be exposed to poetry. Example A bio-poem highlights biographical
information about a subject, including their experiences, relationships, hopes, and interests. I hope you
enjoyed this post! Do you teach poems and poetry writing in your classroom? Poems follow patterns and have
structure that children need and find comforting. Repeat as time allows. Poetry Writing Watch the video to see
the poetry writing unit in action! Students Brainstorm Before they beginning writing, it is helpful to give
students an opportunity to brainstorm ideas they might include.


